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Principal’s Address
Welcome to the Þrst issue of English Newsletter for the academic year 2015-2016!
This is an especially signiÞcant time for Christ College as our students scored
pleasing results in all subjects of the HKDSE 2015. Apart from academic
achievements, to develop the language skills of our students, a series of English
enhancement programs and extended learning activities have been launched.
Besides, our students have actively participated in a number of inter-school
competitions, for example, the ÔSpeak Out Ð Act Up!Õ
Improvised Drama Competition organized by the Education
Bureau (EDB) and the Hong Kong Schools Speech Festival.
To develop a dynamic, collaborative and professional
teaching force for the promotion of language learning, the
English Department have also joined the project of
ÔDeveloping self-directed learners through project learningÕ
by the Language Learning Support Section (LLSS) of the

EDB and the Quality School Improvement Project Support
(QSIR) by the Chinese University of Hong Kong. These
programs enhance the commitment of the teachers and
their untiring efforts to improve their professional skills and build a

collaborative culture among the teacher teams which have not only
enabled them to overcome the challenges in the 21st century but
have also brought about real changes at school, department, and
most encouragingly, classroom levels.
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Watoto Children Choir from Uganda, Africa
As an all-round care program initiated as a response to
the soaring number of orphaned children as well as
vulnerable women in Uganda, Watoto aims to rescue an
individual, raise each one as a leader in their chosen
sphere of life so that they in turn will rebuild their nation.
Through pursuing excellence in academic and practical
skills, integrity in conduct and moral values, they become
a responsible Christian. Watoto Children Choir brought
out the unique God-given talents of young Africans
knitted together to express the hope and massive
hearts of worship at our school last year, and every
song they sang displayed our personal relationship
with God as our Father by reminding us of His perfect
love for us through Christ.

Editorial Team
Advisor:
Mr Fung Chi Tak, Principal
Editor-in-Chief:
Mr Chan Chi Chung,
Head of English Department
Editors:
Ms Joyce V Lam
Ms Ng Tsz Shan
Student Editors:
Ringor Derrick Ishmael B
Serenity Walker
Graphic Designer:
Mr Ng Chi Ho
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Football Inspiration
On 5th October 2015,Mr Bryan Robson visited our school
demonstrating his goal-scoring talents: terriÞc anticipation,
movement, timing on and off the ball at our school hall. As
a football manager and a former world famous player, he
began his career with West Bromwich Albion in 1972
before moving to Manchester United in 1981 where he
captained to three Football Association Challenge Cups
and a European Cup Winners' Cup as well as winning
two Football Association Premiership winnerÕs medals. Our
students seized this invaluable opportunity to exchange
the once-in-a-life-time experience in playing football with
him.
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English Department

In the English Department, there is a team of professional teachers who are experienced, fun,
creative and motivated individuals, ready to take on the challenges of teaching in the 21st century.
Common to all teachers is a desire to help students, a willingness to work in an intense and
rewarding environment, and a commitment to both teaching and learning.

New Teachers
Ms Li Wen Yao
About me

My name is EfÞe.I graduated from the University of
Hong Kong with my masterÕs degree in English
education with distinction. IÕve been teaching in
another local school for two years, and this is my
fourth year of teaching.
As an English teacher, I believe my goals for my
students are limitless. Teaching to me is not just a
career choice Ñ it is a meaning for life. I believe every
student is teachable. They are brilliant and all have
something valuable to share.
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My impression of Christ College

I am delighted to join Christ College because this school is full of love and care. I am teaching
F.2 and F.4 this year, and the students are polite, caring, and always try hard when facing
challenges. I am very proud of them. The colleagues are willing to offer help, too. Although I
have been working here for about one year, I feel Christ College is like my home because the
students and the colleagues are like family members who support each other against all odds.

My hobby

I wonder how many of you would share the same hobby with me. I like
reading. I developed the interest of reading after joining a book club last
year. I meet regularly with other club members to share what we have
read. The book I have Þnished recently is called ÔBurial Rites’, a novel
about a brutal murder 200 years ago in northern Iceland. It is so
breathtaking that I wanted to rush through the pages, but it is also so
beautifully written that I wanted to linger over every sentence. If you
want to read it too, just come and borrow it!

Some advice to improve English

Let me tell you a secret. I think the best way to improve English is to
READ MORE. Many studies have shown that students who read more
achieve much higher English abilities than those who don’t read. You
can read English newspapers, storybooks, magazines or anything you
like. By reading extensively, you will learn a lot
of new words and know more about the
world through English, and not until you
notice it, your English has been signiÞcantly
improved.
Another way to make your English better is
to interact more with foreigners. When I was
a student, I always talked with my American
teacher. I observed closely the words and
the intonation she used, and I learned
through imitation. I was not afraid that I
would make mistakes because my teacher
was very nice and patient. Moreover, you can
also meet foreigners by joining various intercultural activities during your holiday, such as
study camps, AISEC, Modal UN, HSYLC and so on. You can join as a student, a volunteer, or a
helper. Learning English is not only to acquire knowledge but also to understand the ideas
and culture. Taking part in these activities will not only enhance your conversational skills by
making friends with students around the world but also broaden your horizons and
experience the beauty of different cultures.
As an old saying goes, Ôwhere there is a will, there is a wayÕ. LetÕs work together and explore
the incredible world of English!
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Ms Wong Hiu Yee
Hello! I’m Charlotte Wong, a member of the English
Department and the loving ‘mother’ of 4C. My
students are all eager to know more about me,
especially my age. Uh-huh. You know I always feel like
I’m as young as an 18-year-old girl. XD. I know you
won’t believe it. Anyways. ☺ It takes time to know a
person. So, you can know more about me as the clock
ticks.
Parts of my collections – Deco Rush tapes

My 4C sweethearts
Sometimes, I wish I could go to the camp
again with 4C. The camp in October
showed me another side of the students.
I can see them all glow with fervor.

Talking about my
hobbies, students will
Þrst think of
Disneyland, then
Deco Rush tapes, and
probably Starbucks too. Actually, it’s true that they are some of
the items stated on my interest list. Starbucks? Sure. Books?
Yeah, why not? I also love studying English, reading books,
watching movies, collecting masking tapes, listening to songs.
Spend some time to dig out my interests. My interests are
actually A LOT MORE than that. I’m not going to state all of them
here. Ha ha. However, I do have one big weakness — sports.
Seriously! Miss Wong cannot do any sports. If you were my P.E.
teacher, you would deÞnitely understand why. My singing is terrible too.
On the 11th of November, I once conÞrmed that I can
never sing well. My students invited me to watch their
Choir practice. Therefore, it’s expected that you won’t see
me singing on stage or playing basketball after school in
the courts.
Wow, the choir members all have an angelic voice.

I’m so happy to meet all the new faces. Christ College is a
place Þlled with love and happiness. IÕm glad to be part of
this big family. It is my pleasure to teach 3A, 3D and 4C as
the students are all so lovely. I’m thrilled to be part of the
Drama Club. Its members are awesome. They are born to
be actors and actresses! So far, I enjoy my time with the
students – but if they can work harder, I will frown less XD. I
have a lot more to share but it’s time to stop. See you in the If you want to chat with me, we can
next Newsletter Issue.
always gather in a place and talk. How
about meeting in the English Corner?
Let’s have tea together!
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Hello, everyone. I am very pleased to be a new teacher in Christ College. Nice to meet all of you! I
would like to tell you that I liked going to school very much when I was young, so I am going to
share with you the reasons.
Stepping inside your secondary school, do you know that it will be an amazing place to broaden
your horizons and locate your interests? You are so lucky to study different subjects, such as
Geography, Humanities, Science and Music. Learning attentively in your classroom, you can know
what is happening to some exotic animals in other parts of the world. You will even learn to sing
songs from the ancient times. As time goes by, you Þnd yourself know more about the world and
your interests!
Having Þnished your six years of studies, you will be surprised that you have met groups of good
friends who will connect with you after your graduation! I strongly
encourage you to participate in the school activities actively! I still
remember how I cheered for my classmates on Sports Days. I met
lots of new friends by joining school clubs!
Now, I am sure that you can’t wait to explore different sides of our
campus. Wish you a wonderful life embraced by your teachers
and friends.

Ms Liu Kar Wai

Ms Ng Tsz Shan
Hello everyone! My name is Natalie and I am so glad to be a member
of Christ College. I am the new English Assistant Teacher this year. You
may kindly say “hi” to me when you have your English speaking class at
the English Corner. I am a fresh university graduate and I feel fortunate
to have Christ College as my Þrst school to serve where I always feel
the love and care.
I love cooking, and I especially enjoy cooking with my mother. This is a
kind of activity which allows me to share happiness and sorrow with my parents. Apart from
cooking, I love travelling. My ultimate goal is to visit North Korea with my friends as we made a
commitment during our history lesson in the past.
I still remember the time with my friends and teachers in the secondary school and these memories
are unforgettable. Christ College is full of love and care, and I hope you will treasure the time with
your teachers and friends there.
As I am a “Post-90s”, we may have a lot of common topics to share. Welcome you all to chat with me
at any time. I hope we can have a good time together this year.
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Professional Teacher Development
Empowerment Workshop on Effective English
Language at Junior Secondary Level
As the junior secondary level is a critical stage for consolidating students’ prior
learning at the primary level and supporting students to build a solid foundation
for their learning at the senior secondary level, the key focus of the workshop is
to empower school curriculum leaders to plan
their school-based junior secondary English
language curriculum effectively and help
students excel in English language learning. There were altogether ten
secondary schools invited to attend the above Empowerment Workshop at our
Chapel on 6th November 2015, and the speakers included Mrs Rosana Chong,
Chief Curriculum Development OfÞcer (English) and Professor Cecilia Chun,
Director of Centre for Learning Enhancement and Research of CUHK.

Samsung Smart School Citizenship Program
Samsung Smart School Citizenship Program supports Hong Kong’s Fourth
Strategy on Information Technology in Education by offering a complete
Samsung e-learning set to selected schools for a year to use. The Samsung elearning set will be owned by the
schools at the end of the program if
they can fulÞll all the ‘Giving Back’
activities. Our school successfully
completed the program as one of
the selected schools last year, and
Mr Wong Sing Li, Head of Physics
Department, attended the Samsung Smart School Graduation 2014/2015
cum Award Ceremony.

School Visit
To foster a set of effective professional development practices,
which embody principles of teacher ownership, accountability
and instructional consistency, our Principal and English
teachers visited Lok Sin Tong Leung Chik Wai Memorial School
on 29th January 2015. This experience shaped our vision for
professional development – a vision that embodies ‘reciprocal
responsibility’, whereby the principals provided adequate
professional development and the English teachers identiÞed
necessary supports and implement practices.

Quality School Improvement Project (QSIP)
As a university-school partnership project launched by the Chinese
University of Hong Kong, the QSIP provides a comprehensive,
interactive and organic project supporting schools for sustainable
improvement and development. The English Department joined the
Project so as to create an environment conductive to quality English
education, enhance teaching and learning effectiveness and
perpetuate departmental improvement endeavours.
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Congratulations
Outstanding Alumnus of Christ College
Dr Alan Lam Hiu Fung
As an alumnus of Christ College, Dr Alan Lam received his
Bachelor of Engineering, Master of Philosophy and Doctor of
Philosophy degrees from the Chinese University of Hong Kong
in 1999, 2001 and 2004 respectively. Being a young
entrepreneur, he is currently working as the Chief Executive
OfÞcer. He led Sengital Limited to join the Hong Kong Science
and Technology Park Incubation Program and move to Science
Park in 2004. Dr Lam has led his team to successful
achievement with many innovative ideas, and Sengital Limited
has grown from a small business to a major enterprise. Dr Lam
is one of the awardees of the ‘Junior Chamber International
Hong Kong Ten Outstanding Young Persons Selection 2015Õ.

Shatin Outstanding Students Awards
Our students Cheung Long Wai (4A) and Xie Aitong (6C)
received ÔShatin Outstanding Students AwardsÕ organized by
Shatin Youths Association, which is a non-proÞt making
organization with an aim to promote solidarity and
communications among youths and foster mutual care and
support in the community.

Sharing Corner
Ms Wong Ching Lam
My husband is Mr Chan, so I am now Mrs Chan. :)

We got married on 4 January this year. That was a

remarkable day with blessings from all my colleagues and
students. Thank you so much for their presence and love.
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Ms Yan Ka Ki
“Two are better than one, because they have a good return for their
labour.

If either of them falls down, one can help the other up.

But pity anyone who falls and has no one to help them
up.” (Ecclesiastes 4:9-10)

The Yan's family joined the Li's family last summer. My new life was
started since then (I am now Mrs Li :p). The new life is really joyful.
Thank God.

At the same time, I miss my parents a lot as I cannot see them very

often. I was touched every time I met them because they did a lot for
me. They cooked many delicious dishes, bought my favourite things
and even booked Thai massage for me.

All of them are specially arranged for me before I go back to visit them. I love you mommy and

daddy ^3^. Now, I do have many regrets of not spending much time with them before marriage,
but I treasure every moment when I stay with them.
Dear boys and girls! Do treasure the time with your family members,
especially your parents. They love you so much.

Ms Ng Wai Ni
Q. When and where was your wedding held?
A.

It was held on 1st February, 2015 at The Helena May in Central.

Q: How was your wedding?
A:

It was perfect! Although there was a lot of preparation work to
do, my husband and I were very grateful to share our joy and
happiness with our family and friends.

Q: How was your honeymoon?
A:

We went to Avignon. It is an ancient town located in the
south of France. We enjoyed the breathtaking scenery
and of course the delicious French cuisine!

Q: Do you want a baby?
A:

I love kids but I am not ready to become a mother yet.
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English Activities

66th Hong Kong Schools Speech Festival
Solo Verse Speaking (Girls)

Class

Name

Rank/ CertiÞcate

Class

Name

Rank/ CertiÞcate

1A

LAU NGAI YI

CertiÞcate of Merit

4A

CHOI TSZ CHING

CertiÞcate of Merit

1B

FUNG KA LOK

CertiÞcate of Merit

4A

TSUI NGO

CertiÞcate of Merit

1D

CHONG CHUI LAI

CertiÞcate of Merit

4A

WONG PUI SHAN

CertiÞcate of Merit

1D

LAM SUM YEE HOLLY

CertiÞcate of Merit

4B

TANG OI YI

2nd Runner-up

2A

CHOW SUET LAAM

CertiÞcate of Merit

4B

YEUNG LUI SAU

CertiÞcate of Merit

2D

LANE CONNIE

2nd Runner-up

5A

CHUI MING WAI

CertiÞcate of ProÞciency

2D

LIN SHA

CertiÞcate of Merit

5B

LI YEE LAM

CertiÞcate of Merit

2D

NG MEI WA

CertiÞcate of Merit

5B

NG WING HA

Champion

3A

SO WAI LAM

CertiÞcate of Merit

5C

CHEUNG YUEN YING

CertiÞcate of ProÞciency

3A

WONG YI TING ALINA

CertiÞcate of ProÞciency

5D

CHAN KIT YEE

CertiÞcate of Merit

3C

SO FEI SOPHIE

CertiÞcate of Merit

5D

TSE TSZ YUE

CertiÞcate of ProÞciency

3D

HO TSZ KWAN TIFFANY

CertiÞcate of Merit

5E

WAI TSZ HONG

CertiÞcate of Merit

3D

LAW MING YAN

CertiÞcate of Merit

6B

NG WING SZE

CertiÞcate of Merit

3D

LEUNG HEI YING FRIEDA

CertiÞcate of Merit

6B

TAN SUXIAN

CertiÞcate of Merit

6B

TONG WAN YI

CertiÞcate of Merit

Solo Verse Speaking (Boys)
Class

Name

Rank/ CertiÞcate

Class

Name

Rank/ CertiÞcate

1C

HUI SAI KIT

CertiÞcate of ProÞciency

4A

CHAN CHUN YIP

CertiÞcate of Merit

1D

LAM KING HO

CertiÞcate of ProÞciency

4A

FONG SZE CHUNG

CertiÞcate of Merit

1D

LIANG LING HIM

CertiÞcate of Merit

4A

KWONG TSZ YAN

CertiÞcate of Merit

3C

CHO PO HEI

CertiÞcate of Merit

4A

SO HO HON LAWRENCE

CertiÞcate of Merit

3C

HUI KIN MING

CertiÞcate of Merit

5A

RINGOR DERRICK ISHMAEL B

1st Runner-up

3C

LEUNG KIN HUNG

CertiÞcate of Merit

Choral Speaking 2D
CertiÞcate of Merit

Choral Speaking 1D
CertiÞcate of Merit

Name

Name

CHAN CHIT WAI

LI WAI YING

CHAN CHUNG HIM

LIANG LING HIM

CHAN MAN KIT MAGGIE

LIU HO KI

CHAN TSZ WUN

LIU MATTHEW JAMIE

CHAN YIP WAN

LO KWAN YUET

CHAN YUK HONG

MAK YAN TING

CHEUK MING HON DANIEL

NG ON KEI

CHEUNG HOI LAM

SERENITY WALKER

CHONG CHUI LAI

SO KING FUNG

CHOW KA LAI

TAM KING YEUNG

LAI TSZ HONG

TANG HO YEUNG

LAM KING HO

TSE CHI

LAM SUM YEE HOLLY

WONG WAI SHUN

LAU LOK CHING

YUEN WAI YI EUSTACIA

LEE MEI CHING

YUEN WING SUM

LI KA HEI

Name

Name

CHAN CHUN HEI

LO TIK SUM DAISY

CHAN HO CHUN JEFF

MA XI YANG

CHAN KIT MAN

MAN SZE KI

CHEUNG CHI HIN

NG MEI WA

CHEUNG LAI MAN

POON CHUI TING

CHEUNG WING SZE

SIN SHIN YIU YOYO

CHIU TSZ CHUNG JOSHUA

SO LOK YIU

CHUNG WAI HA

TAI WING YAN

FONG TSZ CHING

TE WING LONG

HO HIU FUNG

TO NGA MAN

KONG HIU WAN

TSE PUI CHI

KWOK PUI LAM

WAN WING HONG

LANE CONNIE

WONG CHING HIN

LEUNG TSZ CHING

WONG CHUN YIP

LIN KIT WA

WONG TSZ MING

LIN SHA

YIP HIU LAM

LO MAN YING
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Choral Speaking 3D
2nd Runner-up
Name
CHAN CHUN HEI
CHAN TAK HO

Name

Hong Kong Schools
Speech Festival
Name

HO TSZ KWAN TIFFANY LEUNG HEI YING FRIEDA
HUI MING HUNG

LEUNG WAI KI

KIM WING WO

MAK CHUN TUNG

CHENG HOI CHING

HUI POK TO BORIS

CHEUNG LONG WAI

KONG WING HIM

CHOI TSZ FUNG

LAM YU

WONG CHEUK YAN

CHONG WING TUNG

LAW MING YAN

WONG KA YING

CHUNG TSZ YAN

LEE YAT FEI

CHEUNG CHUN HEI
CHEUNG TSZ WAI

CHU YING CHUN
HO HO YAN

LAM WING YI

LIU YIN KA

TAM HEI LONG

TAN TSZ CHING

LEE TSZ YIN

WONG NOK TUNG

LEE YUEN YAN

YEUNG WAN KI

WONG YIN TUNG

Reading Carnival
The activities of the Reading Carnival
include mainly game booths to
promote reading as supported by the
Hong Kong Public Libraries. Our
students designed, set up and were in
charge of the creative games. In
addition to game booths, reading
activities such as author talks, book
display and various competitions were
held in the Carnival.

The Festival aims at
stimulating interests
and raising standards
of students. Striving to
interpret the poems of
great writers, our
students acquired
better technique and
appreciation through their progressive
participation in the Festival, which
provided them with their Þrst platform,
a critically knowledgeable yet
sympathetic audience, and authoritative
assessment of their performance.

‘ Speak Out - Act Up! ‘
Improvised Drama Competition
Organized by the Native-speaking English
Teacher (NET) Section of EDB, the competition is
open to all secondary school students who learn
improvised drama techniques and work in teams
of 4 to 6 to create and perform a 3 to 5 minutes
improvised English drama. Our students
participated in the competition and
received the prizes: Best Use of
Language (Team Prize) and Best Use of
English (Individual Prize).

Crossroads International
Crossroads Foundation is a Hong Kong-based non-proÞt
organization, and its goal is to connect people in a broken
world – to bring together those in need. Our students found
experiential learning of ‘Global X-perience’ particularly
meaningful and interesting as it raised their awareness of
world need.
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American Field Service (AFS)
AFS is for schools with an interest to expand students’ perspectives
and raise their global awareness. The annual Intercultural Fair is a
major event for schools. Over 500 students from 20 local secondary
schools were invited to this carnival of interactive games and cultural
activities designed and hosted by international exchange students.
Our students were exposed to an
international environment where
they were motivated to speak up and
practise their language skills at the
Intercultural Fair.

Hall Assembly
Presentation
Mr Till Kraemer, an Oxford
University graduate, did a
presentation at our school hall
assembly with his team
members last year. Our
students and teachers alike
had a deeper understanding
about intercultural
communication.

Fashion Show
The Fashion Show
was successfully
held at our school
hall, which
showcased many
collections
designed by F.2
students. They did
the presentation and explained how
to make their clothes in English.
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Summerbridge Hong Kong
Summerbridge Hong Kong aims to foster students’ love of
learning and develop their leadership abilities through
improving the educational trajectories of
underprivileged students and providing
them with tuition-free quality English
education and essential life skills. Through
active participation in this program, our
students enjoyed learning and using
English last year.

English Radio Drama Competition for Schools in Hong
Kong and Macau
This competition is organized by Smart
Education Charitable Foundation and coorganized by Joint School Information
Technology Association and Joint
School Campus TV Association. Inspired
to practise and improve English
language learning skills, our students
were glad to have fun using English and
receive prizes.

Talent Show
Our students sang songs and played musical
instruments in the Talent Show. Our Principal
encouraged them to make use of this golden
opportunity to develop their talents in different
aspects.
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Student Essay

Li Hiu Tung

Tang Hiu Ying
My web page

An unforgettable birthday party

Hello and welcome to my web page

Last week was my class teacher's birthday. My classmates
and I organized a surprise birthday party for our class
teacher Ms Choi.

About me
Hi, welcome to my web page. I am Hiu Ying Tang. I am tall. I have
long straight hair. I do not need to wear glasses. I study in Christ
College. I feel happy to study here. In school, my classmates call
me ‘MK’ because my English name is Miki and I am a bit cool
sometimes. I am very helpful and cheerful. I always help
classmates and teachers. They like me very much. I always smile
and make people happy because I am a cheerful person.

On that day, we pretended we had forgotten her birthday
and everything was the same as usual, so Ms Choi looked a
bit disappointed because she thought we all did not
remember her birthday. During the lesson, while Ms Choi
was writing on the blackboard, one of my classmates
switched off all the lights suddenly. Then, all of us sang a
birthday song to Ms Choi.

Favourite things
My hobby is dancing. I have taken dance classes for eight years. I
like taking photos very much because taking photos can make me
happy and contented. It also helps us keep the memorable
moments. In fact, I like cooking because I can share delicious food
with my family and my friends. They enjoy it so much. But I dislike
something. I dislike and even hate insects because they look ugly. I
also do not like drawing pictures since my drawing skill is poor.

After that, a student holding a birthday cake came to Ms
Choi. She looked surprised and felt touching at that
moment. As I knew teachers had to speak a lot, they
needed to drink a lot of water. Therefore, I gave her a
bottle as a birthday gift. All of us wrote the words of
blessings on the blackboard. We also played games with
Ms Choi. We had a lot of fun at that time. Ms Choi said that
she enjoyed the party very much which was prepared by us
and she had never had a memorable birthday party like
that.

Favourite people
My favourite people are my beloved family members. They are
good and caring. We have a good relationship and we frequently
dine out together.

Leung Ka Lee

Lau Pak Hei

Dear Ms Chan,

Is Facebook good or bad?

Ways to improve PE lessons

What is Facebook? Facebook is a social networking website which was
founded by Mark Zuckerberg in 2004. It has more than one billion users
nowadays. We can use it to make friends, share their life and play games.
But does Facebook have drawbacks? Now, let me tell you some good and
bad things about Facebook.

I am writing in response to express our disappointment about the
dull lessons of PE. Ameliorating the lessons, I would like to introduce two
activities.
First and foremost, I deem that the existing PE lessons are boring to
students since the tasks we are assigned are nearly the same in every lesson,
mostly playing ball games. I do believe that this makes us fail to acquire
adequate knowledge of other sports like swimming and gymnastics. As an
old saying goes, ‘knowledge is power’. So, under no circumstance can
anyone deny the fact that the situation has affected our daily life. Apart from
what I have previously mentioned, not only are we disappointed with the
dull content of lessons, but we are also dissatisÞed about the teaching
approach.
Existing PE lessons are very exam-oriented. What we do in PE
lessons is solely practicing for examinations individually. Everything is about
examination results, which leads us to feel stressful under the Hong Kong
examination-oriented education system. There is no chance for students to
interact with one another to relax ourselves.
To address the previously mentioned problems, it is essential and
indispensable to organize some new activities and I have two suggestions in
the following.
Firstly, the school can organize an inter-class sports competition
once a month, which can relieve their examination stress and arouse their
interest in sports. These are invaluable to students for the future growth and
career path in society.
Furthermore, I do believe that the school should hold more outdoor
activities like ice-hockey, swimming, golf and so on. This can enlighten our
students and this can also be beneÞcial to them in both academic work and
extra-curricular activities.
Last but not least, this can improve students’ attention span if you
follow the solutions accordingly.
Yours sincerely,
Chris Wong

First and foremost, Facebook is a good online platform for us to make
friends and build up our social circle. We use Facebook to stay connected
with friends and family, to discover what is going on in the world and to
share and express what matters to us. In addition, we can also use it to
spread the word for needy organizations, such as in the ALS Ice-bucket
Challenge and the Thanksgiving Challenge. We can help people around the
world share the good wishes with our friends.
However, Facebook has a lot of negative impacts too. To start with, some
people will use fake proÞle to lie to others. There is a news report about a
15-year-old girl who fell in love with a boy on Facebook. She loved the boy
very much. But it turned out that her boyfriend used a fake proÞle and
played with her feelings. The girl was really upset and eventually jumped off
a tall building and died. Therefore, we should always be careful about the
information displayed on Facebook. Moreover, things stored in Facebook
cannot be easily deleted. Nobody knows whether our user information will
be used by hackers. Everyone wants privacy. But it is difÞcult to control
others not to post your photo and tag you. The best way to avoid your photo
to be seen is by not using Facebook. Apart from photos, people can also
easily get other information such as your friends, school, and place of work
from Facebook. In my opinion, the privacy setting of Facebook is not
enough to make users feel safe.
In conclusion, Facebook has both positive and negative impacts. On the one
hand, we can make some friends to broaden our horizons, keep contact with
old friends and share our life and feelings. On the other hand, Facebook
takes up too much of our time and bears the risk of fake proÞles.
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Chow Choi Pui

Hi Jacky,

Kwan Fai Ying

A letter of advice

How I suggest spending the donation
Thank you for the opportunity to make suggestions about how to spend the
HK$10 million donation from the Parent-Teacher Association.

I have learnt that you always wanted to lose weight for years. I know that you
are often concern about your appearance and hope to deter the trend of
weight increasing.

My Þrst suggestion is that the money be used to add some washrooms on
the Þfth ßoor, especially a ladiesÕ toilet. Form Six students always Þnd it
difÞcult to go to the toilet since there are no toilets on the Þfth ßoor. Going
to the toilet is a basic thing. But now, we need to line up outside the toilets
on the fourth ßoor or the third ßoor every day. It is very inconvenient and
time-consuming. I suggest we should spend part of the donation building
washrooms on the Þfth ßoor.

Recently, your parents told me that you had started a Thai boxing training
course and practise four days per week. They told me that they were very
worried as they thought that Thai boxing is a dangerous sport. They mentioned
that you sometimes hurt yourself and sometimes cannot go to school.
I agree that Thai boxing is an exciting sport and in fact able to lose weight.
Nevertheless, your parents’ feeling must be considered. Indeed, you don’t
want to anger your parents on this issue, do you? Furthermore, it is believed
that Thai boxing is not the only way to keep Þt. In fact, there are a wide variety
of sports you may choose from. If I were you, I would consider some
interesting sports like badminton, running, swimming or cycling. It is obvious
that the above activities are relatively not as dangerous and will seldom cause
injury. Moreover, running is also a very convenient activity as you can run
anywhere anytime. So I believe that you may achieve your aim by running.

My second suggestion is to install some bookshelves with books free for
borrowing in the corridors. Although we have a library in school, it is not big
enough and more books should be provided.
How students will beneÞt from the improvements
By adding washrooms on the Þfth ßoor, students can save time walking to
the toilets and lining up. Students can have more time to study.
For the second suggestion, reading books is very important and useful for
students. Having bookshelves nearby helps students build up a reading
habit. Having bookshelves in the corridors provides us with a larger reading
space with sufÞcient books to read. Thus, an environment conducive to
learning will be promoted. It also encourages students to study together,
because they have a spacious place to read books. Good reading habits
help students to achieve higher scores in all kinds of tests. This beneÞts
students as well as the school.

On the other hand, you must think about other factors affecting one’s weight
such as diet. In order to get the most effective result, you should pay more
attention to your daily diet. I know that too much fat and sugar would increase
your body weight. In addition, eating habit would also affect the weight losing
result to some extent.
So I advise you to consult a nutrition practitioner so that you will get
professional advice concerning dieting like how to read and elaborate
nutrition information of packaging food. In my opinion, dieting and sports are
both important for weight lost. So you should consider rearranging your
schedule for the sake of getting the most effective result.

How the school should thank the donor
In terms of thanking the Parent-Teacher Association, I think a suitable tribute
would be to afÞx a name plate with the donorÕs name in the school hall to
commemorate what they have done to help us improve the school facilities.
Using a name plate can easily show the donor’s contribution to the whole
school. Besides, it can be kept for a long time.

I hope you can achieve your goal as well as keeping a healthy life style.
Remember—I’m here to help. That’s what cousins are for.
Best wishes,
Chris

Yeung Yuk Yan

Chui Pui Man
Dear Editor,

Parenting in Hong Kong

I am writing to express my concerns about the younger
generation who lack the skill to cope with problems they
encounter.

Nowadays, parents in Hong Kong prepare everything for their children. They
are worried that their children may face difÞculties without their help. As a
result, our younger generation is incapable of handling problems. They are
not able to get dressed and cook for themselves. Also, they lack the skills of
doing basic housework. Hence, I would like to provide some suggestions to
improve the situation.

‘Kong-kids’ is a new word that has been used to describe the
children who lack skills to tackle their problems. Overly
protecting the kids is a common phenomenon in this afßuent city. Many 5-year-olds in
Hong Kong are not able to dress themselves, and some P.5 and P.6 students do not know
how to take a bath by themselves. Some parents even have accompanied their children
to attend job interviews.

First of all, parents should give children opportunities to solve their own
problems. If parents are being too protective on their children, they may
have weaker decision-making skills and Þnd it difÞcult to become
independent. Thus, parents should not help them to pack their school bag
or clean up their desk. Giving them opportunities is the only way.

It comes at no surprise that ‘kong-kids’ cannot deal with their everyday life under the
protection of parents. There is no doubt that the overprotection gets in the way of the
growth of kids. Therefore, helicopter parents should change their behavior to stop this
situation continuing.
Firstly, parents should ask their children to do more for themselves, don’t let them take
things for granted. Children should learn to look after themselves by feeding, washing
and dressing themselves since they are very young. Parents should insist that children
pack their own school bags. To reach this goal, parents need to make domestic helpers
understand that children need to be allowed to do more for themselves.

Furthermore, a better and truthful communication between parents and
younger generation is needed. It can happen during family gatherings or
before bedtime. Parents can guide them when their children are facing
difÞculties. Meanwhile, children can listen to their parentsÕ worries and
concerns and try to understand their feelings and thoughts. As a matter of
fact, communication is an effective way to accomplish mutual
understanding.

Furthermore, children should also be given the opportunity to solve problems by
themselves. Parents should not help their children smooth over all of their problems.
For example, parents should not lodge a complaint to school if their children are
punished. Children should learn how to handle their own problems in a reasonable way.
Finally, young people should be given more free time. Children are shunted from an
organized activity to another with no time to themselves. Children gain little experience
of how to entertain themselves and have no opportunity to rest. Parents should not stiße
the personal growth of their children by occupying all their time.

Last but not last, taking an action is the best evidence to show parents that
they can be independent. I suggest that cooking for their parents is one of
the ways to show their independence. Another suggestion is to go to school
by themselves instead of asking parents for help. I believe that this can ease
their worries and also decrease the number of ‘helicopter parents’ in Hong
Kong.

It is the duty of parents to look after their children but not to hinder their children’s
development by hovering over them all the time, there are many things which can be
done to educate our children instead of being so protective.
Yours faithfully,
Chris Wong

I hope my advice can help improve the situation.
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